From:
Sent;
To:
Subject:

Aric Weiker
Thursday, August 29, 2002 2:13 PM
Chadie DeJong
FW: August 2002 Windows SDK Update: Revised Draft: ONE MORE SMALL ADDITION

Importance:

High

Se~lemen~Pl
A~cle r~o.h~m...

Charlie,

FYI - Here’s Zhe revmsed O’Reilly article. They implemented all of our requested edi:s, so
this should meet our expectations when this is published later today. PR and LCA have both
seen this.
-Aric
..... O~ig~nal Message- From: John Osborn [mailto:josborn@oreilly.com]
Sent: ?hursday, August 29, 2002 1:41 PM
To: John Osborn; Aric Weaker; Sara Williams
Cc: Sanglmn@orellly. com; ron@orellly, com
Subject: RE: August 2~02 Windows SDK Update: Revised Draft: ONE MORE SMALL ADDITION
Importance: High
One additionmal change: I added a llnk to your Settlement Program Site at MSDN foilowlng
the first paragraph.
John

Orlglnal Message .....
From: John Osborn [mailto:josborn@oreilly.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2002 4:30 BM
To: Aric Weiker; Sara Williams
Cc: Sangl~n@orellly.cem; ron@oreiily.com
Subject: August 2002 Windows SDK Update: Revised Draft
Importance: High
Aric and Sara:
Here’s a revised draft. Give me a call as soon as you’re clear to
review remaLning sticking points.
Thanks and regards.
John
Executive Editor, Microsoft .NET and Windows
O’Remlly and Associates
90 Sherman Street, Cambridge, MA 02140
Phone: 617-499-7588 FAX: 617-661-1116
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The Once Undocumented Windows APIs
by Chris Sells and Curt Hagenlocher
08/28/2002

There is a common belief among programmers -- particularly those disinclined to believe
the truth of anything coming out of Redmond -- that Windows is full of "secret
functions." These fun~’tions, so the story goes, are used by Microsoft to prevent
independent reimplementation of its operating system and to give its own applications
programmers an extra advantage With the August 2002 release of its Platform SDK,
Microsoft is complying with the terms of the consent decree it signed with the
Department of Justice in November 2001 by documenting those interfaces previously
regarded as internal that are called by "Microsoft Middleware" (as defined in the
proposed consent decree) to obtain services from the Microsoft® Windows@ 2000 and
Windows XP desk-top client operating systems, ffyou are one of the people who harbor
suspicions against Microsoft, then you’re not likely to be convinced that the recent release
has changed anything. For a lot of the rest of us, including shell integration programmers,
cryptographers and the terminally curious, the new information is fascinating and
potentially useful, although not always as complete as we’d like.

What’s New?
To begin with, the list of nearly 300 new entries in the index contains not only functions,
but also COM interfaces, constants, registry key values and overviews. The header files
and import libraries have also been updated with the new items. The new information for
CryptoAPI and Multimedia seems particularly well done, while information regarding the
shell functions is, from our perspective, often undercooked
The new Platform information falls into roughly four categories: the shell, the CryptoAPI,
Multimedia and the runtime library
Category 1: The Shell
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The newly documented shetl functions form a large category that includes functions
directly related to the Windows Explorer’s business, as welt as utility and helper
functions. Interested individuals and groups outside of Microsoft have documented many
of these items before. As such, the main effect of including them as part of the Platform
SDK is likely to be their implicit "blessing" by Microsoft for widespread use or, in
certain cases, a dear warning of coming deprecation
The single most important group of functions to have been documented are those that
support the default shell folder view object+ This is an object that is created using the
SHCreateShellFelderView alld SHCreateShellFolderViewEx

functions. By passing a

pointer to your own IShellFoldea: implementation and a pointer to a callback function,
you can get Windows to do the dirty work of creating both the actual window and
implementing some closely-related interfaces like rshel,view. The window will
automatically handle painful tasks like changing the toolbar and switching between
"Large Icons" and "Small Icons". Microsoft itself makes fairly extensive use of these
functions
The internal shell icon cache has now been
documented as well. Windows uses this cache to
store all the images it needs to draw the desktop ~ .......
and all open folders. By storing them all in one
place, the operating system doesn’t have to keep
opening each individual file just to extract the
appropriate icon.

Related Reading

Desi~-nin~ LargeScale LANs
By Kevin Dooley
December 2001
Table of Contents
Index
The SDK includes helper functions for a variety
Sam~ter
of other shell integration tasks as well, including
Full ,Description
drag and drop, handling variable-sized arrays of Read Online -- Safari
pointers and structures, pathname and
ITEMIDLIST manipulation. There are also property sheet utilities that are useful for
implementing your own shell views.
To get started with the default shell view, look at SHCreateShel 1FolderView. Then, go
to http:/i~x~vw.codeproject.com/shelFshlext.asp for a more thorough look at the same
information. For drag and drop helpers, start with DAD_AutoScroll. For the shell icon
cache, look at ~[sheLlZmagestore. For prope~y sheets, ~y SHOpenPropSheetW
Category 2: Crypto functions
Many of the cryptography functions that were added to the August Platform SDK release
are recommended for internal use only and are likely to go away, but for every such
function, the SDK documentation suggests another that achieves the same result
Nevertheless, information on the internal functions is still useful to those of you
interested in Windows ~ccurity, because of the visibility it provides to the internals
thereof, There is one set of newly documented internal crypto functions for which no
alternative is suggested: APIs for administering the cryptography catalog
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For a glimpse at Security internals, try looking at WTHel~erGetProvSignerFromCh~in or
W~ntrustLoadFunction~olnTers. For new X~ functionality, look at
Cret.UIRe~dSSOC~edW. For administration of the cryptography catalog, start with
Cryp ~ CATAdminAddCa t a 1 og_

Category 3: Multimedia
The newly published multimedia APIs are quite well documented. Much of information
provided describes the architecture of source filters under Windows Media Player 6.4.
While these filters are described as "legacy", the help entry goes on to declare that these
are still the default source filters used in the playback of .wma, .wmv and .asf files.
However, more recent multimedia information can be found in the documentation for the
DirectX APIs.
To dig into the new multimedia information, start at the documentation for "Windows
Media Source Filter"
Category 4: RTL
The language-independent runtime library (RTL) functions are low-level services
provided by the operating system to compilers for use in the compiled output Because
these are low-level, there is usually no language-specific runtime library that would
bother wrapping them. RTL functions are rarely used by programmers directly, but are
instead intended to be used in code generated by compilers. The newly-documented
functions include simple string and memory operations, as well as which is used for
exception handling. Most can be easily recognized by the prefix "Rtl". Unless you’re
writing a compiler, you aren’t likeIy to need these functions.
Top Ten Previously Undocumented Things
Here is a list of cool, useful and funny things you’ll find in the August 2002 SDK update
Each has previously been considered "internal" by Microsoft, and could still disappear in
future versions of Windows.

10. Function PerUserInit
void PerUserlnit () ;

The PerUserlnit function sets up "My Documents" and performs other per-user
initialization the first time a specific user logs into a specific computer. But, as the
documentation says, "Applications do not need to call this function because the OS
already does so "
For more information, click reference here.
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9. The Shell Folder Band Object
The documentation tells us that the Quick Launch Bar is an example of a folder band It
also says that the Shell Folder Band object has a CLSXD of Cr, SZD_ISFB and, implements
the z shel 1 Foldexl~and interface and is used to manage your folder band collection+ It
does not, unfortunately, tell us how to use the ShellFolderBand object to do any of
these things
For more infbrmation, click reference here.
8. Function AsyncInstallDistributionUnit
HRESULT As yncIns t allD~st r±butlonUn~t
LPCWSTR szDistUnit,

LPCWSTR s zTYPE,
LPCWSTR s zExt,
DWORD dwZileVersionMS,
DWORD dwYileVersionLS,
LPCWSTR s zURL,
IBindCtx* pbc,
LPVOI D pvRes erved,
DWORD f_ags

);
We’re not entirely sure what this function does or how it’s used, and the documentation
certainly doesn’t say, but our guess is that it’s used to download and install handlers for
particular types of MIME data. Async!rlstallDis~zrxbutlonUnzt iS implemented on
every version of Windows starting with Windows 95 and including Windows CE, so
whatever it does, it seems to be fairly popular.
For more information, click reference here
7. Function
BOOL PathlsSiow(LPCTSTR pszFile, LPCTSTR pszIconPath);

The £athIsSlcw function returns TRUE if the file passed as the first argument is on a
high-latency network connection. Before opening a file, you can first call this function
and then, when TRUE, ask the user if he’s really, really sure he wants to open that 4 MB
file over a 28+8 Kbps line.
For more information, click reference here.
6. Interface I InsertItem
interface IInsertItem : public £Unkno~n {
// IInsertItem methods
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STDMETHOD (InsertItem) (LPCITEMIDL]ST p~dl) ;

];
It’s hard to imagine a more abstract interface than this, A single method serves to insert
an =T~.MrI)r.IST into an arbitrary hat Even the new documentation fails to specify which
objects implement this interface, but it’s not hard to imagine that IlnsertItem has
something to do with iterating over the contents of a shell folder
For more information, click reference here,

5. Interface IActiveDesktopP
interface IActiveDesktopP : public IUnknown {
// IActlveDesktop£ methods
STDMETHOD SetSafeMode(DWORD dwFlags) ;
STDMETHOD EnsureUpdateHTML ( ) ;
STDMETHOD SetScheme [LPCWSTR pwszSchemeName,
DWORD dwFl~g~] ;
STDMETHOD GetScheme
DWORD *ipdwcchBuffer, DWORD dwFlags);

];
’Safe Mode’, in this case, appears to lock the Active Desktop from changes. The
documentation describes only the 5etSafeMode method of Iact±veDesktop and implies
that there is no way to un-set Safe Mode, although the header file adds flags like
ss~ CL~ and SSM
For more information, click reference here.

4. Functions Regist~=ShellHookWinaow and OnregisterShellHookWindow
BOOL RegisterShellHookWindow(HWND hWnd} ;
BOOL UnregisterShellHookWindow(HWND hWnd) ;

This pair of functions registers and unregisters a specified window to receive certain
messages for shell notifications. The messages received are similar to those that can be
received atler calling the SetWindowsHookEx function and specifying WH_SHELL for the
hook type.
For more information, click reference here.

With the release of the August 2002 SDK Update, the shell now probably contains every
COM helper function you ever wished Mieroso~ would provide, but were too lazy to
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write SHCreateSr_dEnumFmtEtc iS an especially useful function that takes an array of
FORMATETC structures mad returns an IEnumFORNATETC pointer. I EnmmFORMATETC must be
implemented by all data objects to support calls to I DataObj ect : : EnumForraat~.tc.
For more information, click reference her~ee
2. Functions R~adCabinetState and Wr~t~CabinetState
BOOL ReadCablnetState(CABINETSTATE* ipState, int cbLength);
BOOL WriteCabineZSZate(C~d3INETSTAT~.* ipState);
typedef struct {
WORD cLength;
WORD nVersion;
BOOL fFuliBathTitle:1;
BOOL fSaveLocalView:l;
BOOL fNotShell:l;
BOOL fSampleDefault:l;
BOOL fDontShowDessBar:l;
BOOL fNewWindowMode: 1 ;
BOOL tShowCompColor:l;
BOOL fDontPrettyNames’l;
BOOL fAdminsCreateCommonGroups : i;
UINT fUnusedFlags:7:
UINT fMenuEnumF~ Iter ;
} CABINETSTATE;

These functions work with the newly documented CABINETSTATE structure to update
some of the global "Folder Options" for the shell.
For more information, click reference here.
1. Function CheckNameLegalDOSSDot3
A function to check the format of a DOS 8~3 filename, and newly added in Windows XP,
seems an ironic addition to an operating system said to mark the final demise of DOS.
For more information, click reference here

State of the Documntation
Once you’ve looked at a certain amount of Microsoft documentation, differences in
formatting really begin to stand out. To the knowledgeable programmer, the "vintage" of
a particular entry or section is clearly identifiable by the style in which it is formatted.
Most of the new Platform SDK entries share a common formatting template. One of the
most obvious characteristics of this template is that there is no longer any mention of the
Windows 9x series. In fact, many or’the functions that are only now being documented
were first present in Windows 95 And yet, their "Minimum operating systems" entry
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reads "Windows 2000". Microsoft would claim that coverage of release prior to Windows
2000 is not requked by the consent decree
For more information, click reference here
Here are some of the other flaws that we noticed after just a little bit of research:
¯

Missing Topics. Henk Devos claims at
http/iwww.theregister.co.uk/content/4i26803 ~html to have discovered two new
interfaces, IDelegateFolder and IBro-~’serFrameOptions irl the SDK, but
neither is included in the SDK documentation. Microsoft claims that neither is
required by the consent decree to be documented, but that answer won’t satisfy
those looking for more insight into what appear to be IE hooks into the operating
system
¯ Incorrect information. We’ve already noted that the "Minimum operating system"
specified for a function is often wrong in the SDK documentation We’ve also
found that better information can sometimes be found elsewhere SHFocmatDrlve,
for instance, is more accurately and more completely documented by than
Microsoft at http:/!support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=KB;ENUS;q173688&The SDK entryfor I?SA_¢reate is also subtly wrong, and the
difference between Dynamic Structure Arrays and Dynamic Pointer Arrays was
not clear to us until we found better documentation at
http//www.geocities com/SiliconValley/4942/arrays html
¯ Obsolete Topics. Some topics are clearly marked as going away in a future
version, so be very sure of what you’re getting yourself into before using them.
Reg~_sterShel 1HookW)_r.dow and I sHungAppWindow are in this category., among
others.
¯ Alternative Topics+ Some of the topics have recommended alternatives.
cer tGetl~araest ring should be used with the
c ERT_N~E_F~Z EN DLY_D r S P r_~Y_TYP E flag instead of calling
Get FriendlyNameO fCer t directly.
° Incomplete Topics. As an example of an incomplete topic, the entry for
"rTargetFrar~e doesn’t have information about how the interface is used or which
objects implement it. Eight of the fourteen methods are listed as "Not currently
implemented."

Conclusion
Otto yon Bismarck said it best, "If you like laws and sausages, you should never watch
either one being made." Ironically, it’s the law that has determined that Microsoft reveal
just a bit more about how they make their own sausages than anyone else. As a chef that
uses a lot of Microsoft sausage in my own recipes, I appreciate having as much insight as
I can get into how they’re made I may well decide to avoid the obsolete sausages in favor
of the more stable, well-known and well-supported sausages, but I feel much better
having the choice.
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¯ Undocumented Windows 95 Dynamic Array Routines
¯ Namespace extensions - the undocumented Windo~vs Shell
° Namespace Extensions: the IDelegateFolder mystery
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